OncoDNA teams up with SOPHiA GENETICS to Enable Laboratories to Establish Data-Driven Medicine as a Standard of Care

OncoDNA’s OncoKDM® clinical interpretation platform to be optimized for the use with SOPHiA DDM™ to match tumor genomic profiles with targeted therapies.

For release on September 30th, 2021

Gosselies, Belgium – OncoDNA, a genomic and theranostic company specializing in precision medicine for the treatment of patients with cancer and genetic diseases, and SOPHiA GENETICS S.A., a healthcare technology company dedicated to establishing the practice of data-driven medicine as the standard of care and for life sciences research, announced today an agreement facilitating the analysis and interpretation of genomic profiling.

Under the terms of the agreement, OncoDNA will customize OncoKDM® – OncoDNA’s interpretation platform – to make it compatible with SOPHiA GENETICS’ AI-powered SOPHiA DDM™ platform. The combined offering will enable the analysis and automatic translation of complex genomic data obtained via SOPHiA DDM™ into actionable recommendations, empowering customers to generate tumor genomic profiling insights and produce individual reports.

“We are proud to partner with SOPHiA GENETICS, a global leader in data-driven medicine, to improve access to molecular profiling and further facilitate the delivery of precision care to patients worldwide. By collaborating with them, we will be able to leverage our combined scientific and technical knowledge in oncology to provide an even more comprehensive solution that will enable laboratories to integrate large-panel genomic profiling into their workflows and outsmart the molecular complexity of cancer independently”, commented Jean-Pol Detiffe, Chief Strategy and Innovation Officer at OncoDNA.

“Combining OncoKDM® with our intuitive SOPHiA DDM™ platform, will further increase options for the interpretation of complex, high-volume genomic data to our global community and beyond,” added Lara Hashimoto, Chief Business Officer of SOPHiA GENETICS, “This partnership will allow us to continue to deliver on the promise and push the boundaries of precision medicine, ultimately benefiting even more patients worldwide.”

Prof. Alexandre Harlé, PU-PH at the Lorraine Institute of Oncology commented: “SOPHiA DDM™ platform is a powerful technology that has helped our laboratory to collect highly accurate insights into tumor cases. The addition of OncoKDM® will further advance our capabilities and help us keep track of the latest cancer treatment options. I am convinced that the combination of the technologies will bring an additional value to any lab. It will facilitate our routine work, enabling us to analyze an ever-growing panel of cancer-related genes rapidly, identify biomarker-associated drugs or clinical trials for more patients, and discuss complex cases through virtual meetings and tumor boards.”

OncoKDM® utilizes OncoDNA’s proprietary database, which is regularly updated with the latest drugs approved or in development. To date, it includes more than 4,500,000 genetic variants, 1,150 cancer drugs, and data from over 7,000 clinical trials.
About OncoDNA

OncoDNA is a genomic and theranostic company specializing in precision medicine for the treatment of cancer and genetic diseases. The company helps clinicians, academic researchers and biopharma companies to outsmart molecular complexity with the mission of delivering the promise of precision medicine. The company not only provides clinical guidance for the treatment and real-time monitoring of late stage cancer patients, but also supports research and drug development in cancer and genetic diseases. Since its early days in 2012, OncoDNA grew into a corporate group of companies with world-renown expertise. The Group offers a unique portfolio that combines NGS services, biomarker testing, data interpretation software, and clinical decision support tools. OncoDNA is headquartered in Belgium, and its entities – Biosequence and IntegraGen – are based in Spain, France and the United States. The Group employs over 100 employees across 9 countries, works with an international network of 35 distributors and collaborates with both European-based and US-based subcontracted accredited laboratories.

For further information, visit www.oncodna.com and connect with us on LinkedIn, Facebook or Twitter.

OncoDNA’s OncoKDM® clinical interpretation platform for Research Use Only and not for use in diagnostic procedures unless specified otherwise. Information about products which may or may not be available in different countries and if applicable, may or may not have received approval or market clearance by a governmental regulatory body for different indications for use. Please contact infos@oncodna.com to obtain the appropriate product information for your country of residence.

About SOPHiA GENETICS

SOPHiA GENETICS is a healthcare technology company dedicated to establishing the practice of data-driven medicine as the standard of care and for life sciences research. It is the creator of the SOPHiA DDM™ Platform, a cloud-based SaaS platform capable of analyzing data and generating insights from complex multimodal data sets and different diagnostic modalities. The SOPHiA DDM™ Platform and related solutions, products and services are currently used by more than 780 hospitals, laboratories and biopharma institutions globally.

SOPHiA GENETICS products are for Research Use Only and not for use in diagnostic procedures unless specified otherwise. Information about products which may or may not be available in different countries and if applicable, may or may not have received approval or market clearance by a governmental regulatory body for different indications for use. Please contact support@sophiagenetics.com to obtain the appropriate product information for your country of residence.

More info: SOPHiAGENETICS.COM; follow @SOPHiAGENETICS on Twitter.
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